
 18:04:39  From  Stella Lensing   to   Dan Cushing(Direct Message) : looks like SingNing is here
 18:05:12  From  Lauren Howard : Good evening all! This is Lauren from Senator Timilty's Office. Looking forward 

to tonight's discussion.
 18:07:06  From  Dan Cushing : Zoom closed captioning: In the Zoom toolbar, click on the 'more' ellipsis (...) and 

select 'captions'. Select 'show captions' to enable captions for this meeting.
 18:16:42  From  Aatiyah Paulding : We lost you
 19:00:26  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam : How will the DCR work with the City to address the cars that will otherwise 

park on Edgewater Drive and the residential streets?  Currently the City has a very difficult time enforcing no 
parking on Edgewater now.

 ❤19:02:28  From  Roudnie Célestin : Reacted to "How will the DCR wor..." with 
 19:05:26  From  Jordan Chrispin : Hi everyone! I have to head out to another meeting -  however, a big thank you 

to the community for all your steadfast work on this project and to DCR for this incredible presentation! Please feel 
free to stay in touch! 

Jordan Chrispin (he/him)
Deputy Director of Community Affairs
The Office of Governor Maura T. Healey
(O) 857.400.4284 | (C) 857.327.3255

 ❤19:12:35  From  Roudnie Célestin : Reacted to "Hi everyone! I have ..." with 
 19:13:07  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam   to   Dan Cushing(Direct Message) : How do we save the chat?  I don't see 

the three dots.
 19:14:48  From  Dan Cushing   to   Fatima Ali-Salaam(Direct Message) : I can have the chat posted after the 

meeting in the event it isn't save-able on your end. Sorry about that, I can see if its something I can activate now
 19:15:10  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam   to   Dan Cushing(Direct Message) : thx
 19:16:14  From  Roudnie Célestin : I’m immensely proud of seeing this project develop as your former 

Neighborhood Liaison to the Mayor for Mattapan/Dorchester/Haitians 2017-2022, congratulations on the food forest
🤩and all the new endeavors 

Roudnie Célestin
Equity Program Officer for Boston Public Library
617-859-2114 - equity@bpl.org

 19:17:33  From  Vivien Morris : Roudnie,
Thanks so much for your helping us on this path!
Vivien

 19:17:47  From  Brandy Fluker Oakley : Reacted to "Roudnie,
❤Thanks so m..." with 

 19:18:30  From  Roudnie Célestin : Reacted to "Roudnie,
❤Thanks so m..." with 

 19:20:17  From  Dan Cushing   to   Fatima Ali-Salaam(Direct Message) : Sorry Fatima I can't find it, but I will make
sure it's posted and provided after the meeting

 19:20:27  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam   to   Dan Cushing(Direct Message) : thx Dan
 19:21:25  From  Isaac Yablo   to   Dan Cushing(Direct Message) : Is there a safety plan for the area? If not, I’d 

love to chat offline about some concerns I have regarding loitering/unsavory activity late at night
 19:24:44  From  Helena Tonge : I have to leave to attend another meeting, again, thanks everyone, incl. 

neighbors, for sharing in this community meeting
 ❤19:24:59  From  Roudnie Célestin : Reacted to "I have to leave to a..." with 
 19:25:37  From  Lee Toma : I'd like to thank DCR for working with the neighbors to develop this proposal. And I 

want to voice my support for this project and for it to connect to the Neponset Trail. One question: Did the 



neighborhood want the trail to be plowed of snow in the winter? I'm grateful to DCR for clearing the Neponset Trail 
to provide people access to destinations year-round.

 19:29:48  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam : Please don't move the launch pad.
 19:30:38  From  Eric James : Good evening everyone! Eric James of the Mayor’s Office of Neighborhood 

Services! I am leaving my contact information in the chat in case anyone has any questions about the City, 
Mattapan, or have general concerns they would like to share with the Mayor’s Office! Please reach out and I 
appreciate you making the time to join tonight! 

Eric James - Mattapan Liaison for Mayor Michelle Wu 
Phone: 617-635-3509
Email: eric.james@boston.gov

 19:31:41  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam : Sorry, but that launch pad has been there for the almost 24 years I have lived
here on Burmah St.

 ❤19:32:22  From  Jessie Dambreville : Reacted to "Sorry, but that laun…" with 
 ❤19:32:27  From  Jessie Dambreville : Reacted to "Please don't move th…" with 
 19:33:22  From  Vivien Morris : Yes, that's true.
 19:35:38  From  Vivien Morris : Sorry, but I have to join another meeting now.
 ❤19:35:46  From  Roudnie Célestin : Reacted to "I'd like to thank DC..." with 
 19:39:54  From  Roudnie Célestin : Thank you, Dan!
 19:40:34  From  Taber Keally : Thank you for providing this forum... very helpful to hear the comments
 19:40:34  From  LaRay Brison : Forgot to ask, is the EPA going to interfere with the process? Thanks again for the

presentation!!
 19:41:05  From  Fatima Ali-Salaam : The car issue has to be managed.  It won't be okay to have more cars 

regardless if they care carrying canoes or not.  We're trying to have fewer cars/trucks.
 19:42:14  From  Barbara Hamilton : Thank you for this very informative presentation DCR & Edgewater, Belnel 

communities.  Doyle is next, river access is so valuable to us!
 19:43:14  From  Lauren Howard : Thank you all so much! This was very informative.
 19:43:21  From  Eric James : I understand that we will be hosting a walkthrough and I will be looking forward to 

inviting BTD
 ❤19:43:34  From  Roudnie Célestin : Reacted to "I understand that we..." with 


